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Exercise 1. 
 
Graph a circle with center point (0,0) and radius = 5 units. 
 
Solution: 
 
The circle can be graphed in various ways on the TI-89 (TI-92 Plus). 
 
FUNCTION MODE 
An equation of a circle with center point (0,0) and radius = 5 units in the Cartesian plane is 

2522 =+ yx .  To graph the circle in Function mode, the equation must be rewritten as 
225 xy −±= .  Press the MODE  key.  Select 1:FUNCTION  for Graph.  Enter both functions 

in the Y= editor, set the appropriate values for window variables, and graph as illustrated in the 
following screens below. 
 

   



   
 
Notice that the cirle appears to be an ellipse in the first graph.  Press F2 and choose 5:ZoomSqr 
to make the units on the x and y axes the same length. 
 
 
POLAR MODE 
A polar curve is the graph of an equation )(θfr = where ),( θr are standard polar coordinates of 
a point P.  The relationship between the Cartesian coordinates (x, y) and polar coordinates 

),( θr of a point P are given by the equations )cos(θ⋅= rx and )sin(θ⋅= ry .  
 
An equation of a circle with center point (0,0) and radius = 5 units in the polar plane is r =5 for 
any angle θ . 
  
Press the MODE  key.  Select 3:POLAR  for Graph. Select 1:RADIAN for Angle.  Enter the 
equation in the Y= Editor.  
 

     
 
Highlight the equation and select 6:Path under F6 Style.  Set the appropriate values for window 
variables.  Note that the graph is completely traced out as θ  varies from 0 to 2π .  
 

     
 

   
 
To enterθ  in an equation such as θ5sin=r  press 2nd + (CHAR) and select 1:Greek and 9:θ . 



PARAMETRIC MODE 
 
The relationship between a polar equation )(θfr = and its parametric equation is  

)cos()()cos( θθθ frx =⋅= and )sin()()sin( θθθ fry =⋅= .  Parametric equations of a circle with 
center point (0,0) and radius = 5 units are x = 5 cos(t) and y = 5 sin(t).  Note that t  is used for the 
parameter instead of θ . 
 
Press the MODE  key.  Select 2:PARAMETRIC  for Graph.  Enter both functions in the Y= 
editor, set the appropriate values for window variables, and graph as illustrated in the following 
screens below. 
 
 

   
 

   
  
 
IMPLICIT PLOT 
 
As stated in the TI-89 Guidebook (1998, Texas Instruments Incorporated), an implicit plot is 
used primarily as a way to graph 2D implicit forms that cannot be graphed in function graphing 
mode.  To graph the circle as an implicit plot in 3D mode rearrange the equation as an equation 
set to zero, 02522 =−+ yx .  Press the MODE  key and select 3D for Graph.  Enter the non zero 
side of the equation in the Y= editor. 
 

   
 
Press F1 Tools and select 9:Format.  Select IMPCIT PLOT for Style. 

 



   
 
Set appropriate values for the Window variables. 
  

     
 
Press F2 ZOOM and select 5:ZoomSqr.  
 
Warning :  This process is Very Slow.  
 

     
 
Some curves are more easily represented in one or another of the forms illustrated above and 
cannot easily be represented in all of the forms as the circle in these exercises. 


